Majesco L&A and Group Core Suite
A powerful core system suite empowering business growth and
innovation for individual, group and voluntary benefits insurance.

Preparing for Today and the Future
An array of changes and disruption are unfolding in the L&A individual, group and voluntary benefits insurance segment, offering unprecedented opportunities for innovation and
growth in terms of new markets, new customers, and the demand for new products and
services.
To take advantage of these opportunities, a modern, robust core platform is needed. A
platform that enables speed to value, scales easily, and is designed and architected to rapidly
adapt to market changes … keeping insurers at the leading edge.

Majesco L&A and
Group Core Suite
Digitize and e-enable
the business for Digital
Insurance 2.0
Enable customer
engagement strategies
Deliver speed to value: speed
to implementation, speed to
market and speed to revenue
Streamline and simplify the
operating environment and
improve flexibility
Optimize and improve
operations and business
processes

Majesco L&A and Group Core Suite uniquely supports individual, group and voluntary
benefits on a single platform, recognizing that nurturing and retaining customers, regardless
of where they originate, is critical to insurers’ growth strategies. The suite provides essential
core insurance capabilities for policy, billing and claims. The powerful design allows for rapid
adaptation for new, innovative products or benefit plans, giving insurers the power, flexibility
and speed needed to capture opportunities and create profitable growth.

Accelerated innovation
with a product chasis to
offer the same product
across individual, group and
voluntary benefits.

160+

Insurance Providers
as Customers

info@majesco.com | www.majesco.com

Majesco L&A and Group Core Suite components:

Majesco Policy for L&A and Group
A powerful policy management platform for startups or existing insurers to
innovate, create and manage the products and content needed to respond to
shifting customer demands and market opportunities.

Majesco Billing for L&A and Group
A powerful insurance billing platform that enables carriers to digitally engage
customers, enhance customer experience and increase profitability.

Business Value

Majesco Claims for L&A and Group

Speed to value

A comprehensive claims management solution offering end-to-end capabilities
for complete claims management and control while enhancing the customer
experience.

Increased operational effectiveness

Individual, Group, and Voluntary Benefits on a Single Platform

Digital-first customer experience
Touchless adminstration through
Always STP
Powerful case management
Enhanced business agility
Underwriting excellence
Robust ecosystem capabilities

WHY MAJESCO?
Insurance business transformation is a journey of change and revitalization, a renaissance of Insurance. Approximately 160 insurance companies
worldwide in P&C, L&A and Group/ Employee Benefits are transforming their businesses with Majesco’s solutions. Our market leading software,
consulting and services uniquely underpin the entire insurance value chain and are designed to empower insurers with the agility, innovation
and speed needed to meet their transformation opportunities. Majesco’s solutions include policy management, new business / underwriting,
rating, billing, claims management, distribution management, BI/ analytics, predictive modeling, digital platform with mobile and portal, testing
services, cloud services, bureau and content services, transformation services, consulting services and more.
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